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1 The maximum permissible eccentricity of resultant force in the body of a gravity dam for no

tension at the base of the dam is (if B is the width of base of the dam)

A. Bl2
B. B/3
c. Bl4
D. 8/6

?_ What is the height of wave which is likely to be generated by a wind of 80 km/hr in a reservoir

having a fetch of 50 km:

A. O.sm

B. 1.O m
C. 2.0 m
D. 3.0 m

3 The ratio of average velocity to maximum velocity for steady laminar flow in circular pipe is

A. Llz
8.213
c. tl3
D.312

4 What is the total degree of indeterminacy (both internal and external) of the cantilever
plane truss shown in the below figure?

A.

B.

c.
D.

2

3

4
5

5 A cantilever steel beam of 3 m span carries a uniformly distributed load of 20 kN/m inclusive of
self-weight. The beam comprises of |5LB20O @ 198 N/rn, flange- 100 mm x 7.3 mm; web

thickness - 5.4 mm; lxx = 1696.6 cma; lyy = 115.4 cma. What is the
maximum bending stress in the beam?
A. 132.62 N/mm'z
B. 530.47 N/mm'z
c. 149.74 N/mm'z
D. 3899.48 N/mm2

6 The compaction factor test helps in determining the following property of concrete
A. compresslve strength
B. workability
C. porosity
D. specific gravity
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7 lf all dimensions (length, cross sectional area and weight) of a prismatic bar of square cross
section suspended freely from the ceiling of a roof is doubled then the total elongation produced
by its own weight will
A. increase two times
B. increase four times
C. increase three times
D. remains same

8 Centre of buoyancy always
A. remains above the centre ofgravity
B. remains below the centre ofgravity
C. coincides with the centroid of volume of the displaced fluid
D. none ofthe above

9 Drops are provided in flat slabs to resist
A. bending moment
B. thrust
C. shear
D. torsion

10 The net speed at which the turbine reaches its peak efficiency is called
A. design speed
B. rated speed

C. gross speed
D. operating speed

1t Total lateral earth pressure is proportional to
A. depth of soil
B. square of depth of soil
C. angle of internal friction of soil
D. none of the above

12 The maximum energy stored at elastic limit of a material is called
A. resilience
B. proof resilience
C. modulus of resilience

D. bulk resilience

13 ln a close-coiled helical spring subjected to an axial load other quantities remaining the same, if
the wire diameter is doubled (i.e. 2d) then the stiffness of the spring when compared to the
original one (i.e. with wire diameter d) will become

A. twice
B. four times
C. eight times
D. sixteen times

!4 Which of the following losses of pre-stress occurs only in pre-tensioning and not in post-

tensioning
A. elastic shortening of concrete
B. shrinkage of concrete
C. creep of concrete
D. loss due to friction

15 which of the following sewers is preferred for combined system of sewage

A. circular sewers
B. egg shaped sewers
c. rectangular sewers

D, Broad base sewers
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_tb The technique of plotting all the accessible stations with a single setup of the plane table is called

A. Radiation
B. lntersection
C. Resection
D. Traversing

\7 For uniformly graded soil, the coefficient of uniformity shall be

A. greater than four
B. greater than six

C. about one
D. none of the above

18 Consider the following statements:
The use of super plasticizers as admixture
1. lncreases compressive strength of concrete

2. Permits lower water-cement ratio, thereby strength is increased

3. Reduces the setting time of concrete
4. Permits lower cement content, thereby strength is increased

which of the statements given above is/are correct?

A. 1 and 3 only
B.3and4only
C. 1,3 and 4only
D. 2 only

19 The torsional stiffness of a member is

A. torque per unit moment
B. torque per unit twist
C. moment per unit torque
D. torque per unit length

20 For an over-reinforced (slngly reinforced) rectangular reinforced concrete beam section the lever

arm for determining the moment of resistance of the section will be

A. less than that for balanced section

B. more than that for balanced section
C. equal to that for balanced section

D. none of the above

27 tn the Portal frame shown below, what are the distribution factors for members BA, BC and

BD respectively?

T
L

L

t
A. u3,7/3,L/3
s.1/2, tl4, t/4
c.2/3, 1/3, o
D. tl4,114,712

L 
--X--2L --X
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22 Consider the following statements: The critical value of Reynolds number at which the boundary
layer changes from laminar to turbulent depends upon
1. Turbulence in ambient flow
2. Surface roughness.
which of the above statements is/are correct?
A. Neither 1 nor 2
B. 1 only
C. 2 only
D. Both 1 and 2

23 The unit of coefficient of consolidation is

A. cm2lgm
B. cm2/sec
C. Em/cm?/sec
D. gm-cm/sec

24 ln limit state method of design of RC structures, the partial safety factor for concrete and stee.l

are respectively
A. 3.0O and 1.80
B. 1.50 and 1.18
C. 1.50 and 1.15
D. 1.50 and 1.50

25 For the propped cantilever shown in the figure below, a hinge is provided at C. A and

B are at the same level. what is the force reaction at the fixed end A?

u2-l
A. 413 P

B.P
c.3/4P
D. P12

26 which of the following cement is most suitable for mass concreting such as large dam

A. ordinary portland cement
B- low heat cement
C. rapid hardeninB cement
D. surface resisting cement
The alum, when added as a coagulant in water
A. does not require alkalinity in water for flocculation
B- increases pH value of water
C. does not affect pH value of water
D. decreases pH value of water

28 For testing of compressive strength of cement, the size of cube mould is

A. 10 cm
B. 7.06 cm
C. 6.07 cm

D. 15 cm
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The construction ioint in a simply supported beam is preferred at

A. near the support
B. within 1/3 span near the supPort
C. with In 1/3 span near the centre of span

Ttte ientre of gravity of a hemisphere of radius r from its base measured along the vertical radius

r5

A. 4rl3
8.3il2
C.3r/8

n groundwater Uasin consists of 10 km2 area of plains. The maximum groundwater table

fluctuation has been observed to be 1.5 m. Consider specific yield of the basin as 10%. What is

the available groundwater storage in million cubic meters?

A. 1.0
B. 1.5

c.2.5

Water Cement ratio is the ratio of
A. Water to Cement by weight
B. Water to Cement by volume
C. Cement to Water by weiSht
D. cement to Water by volume

An lsMB 300 beam has modulus of section of 500 x 103 mm. Plates of 20O mm x 10 mm are

added by welding them one on each flange to have total depth of section 320 mm. what is the

section modulus of the plated section?

A. 462 x 103 mm
B. 550 x 103 mm3

C. 710 x 103 mm3

D. 1220 x 103 mm3

Free body diagram is

A. The dia8ram of the body or a part of the body in isolated equilibrium
8. The diagram of a body freed from all the forces that have been acting

C. The diagram of a body with no supports at all

D. None of the above

lf a cantilever beam carries a uniformly distributed load over its entire length then shapes of
shear force diagram and bending moment diagram respectively are

A. quadratic parabola and rectangle

B. rectangle and quadratic parabola

C. triangle and quadratic parabola

D. triangle and cubic parabola

Which of the following statement is NOT TRUE in the context of capillary pressure in soil?

A. water is under tension in capillary zone

8. pore water pressure is negative in capillary zone

C. effective stress increases due to capillary zone

D- capillary pressure is more in coarse grained soils
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lf a composite bar of steel and copper is heated then the copper bar will be under
A. tension
B. compression
c. shear
D. torsion

38 ln limit state design of RC members for flexure, the area of stress block in compression is taken as

(if fck is characteristic compressive strength ofconcrete and X. is the depth of neutral axis from
top)
A. 0.530 f.r X,
B. 0.446 f.r X,
c. 0.420 f.i x"
D. 0.360 f"k x,

39 A circular shaft of diameter 30 mm having shear modulus G = 80 GPa is subjected to moment as

shown below.

2O kN-m

l+-- a rn
what is the maximum shear stress developed
A. 20.6 MPa

B. 15.3 MPa

C- 7.4 MPa

D. Zero

at periphery of shaft at A?

A

40 Which of the followinS ingredients of the brick earth enables the brick to retain its shape?

A. alumina
B. silica
C. iron
D. magnesia

41, Generally to estimate PMP, P^= 42.L6DO.475 is used (Pm is maximum depth of precipitation, D =

duration). What are the units of P- and D in the equation?

A. mm, sec

B. cm, sec

c. mm, hr
D. cm, hr

42 Activated carbon is used for
A. disinfection
B. removing hardness

C. removing odours
D. removing corrosiveness

43 ln a thin cylindrical shell, the ratio of longitudinal stress to hoop stress is

A. 0.5
B. 1

c.2
D.4
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44 Closed contours, with higher value inwards, represents

A. depression
B. hill
C. plain surface
D. valley

45 Consider the followinB factors:
1. The change in the shape and size of the channel cross-section

2. The change in the slope of the channel

3. The presence of obstruction
4. The change in the frictional forces at the boundaries

Which of the above factors would cause a gradually varied flow?

A. 1,2,3 and 4
B. 1,2 and 3 only
C.2and4only
D.3and4only

46 tt tt 
" 

t"ngttr ot, simply supported beam carrying a concentrated load at the centre is doubled

then the deflection at the centre will become

A. two times
B. four tomes
C. eight times
D. sixteen times

47 Lime stabilization is very effective in treating
A. sandy soils
B. silty soils
C. non-plastic soils

D. plastic clayey soils

48 ln seis.ic exploration method, velocities Vr and Vz were 600 m/s and 4000 m/s. The distance

corresponding to the break point of velocities was 30m. Based on this detail, what is the depth of

overburden?
A. 11.5 m

B. 12.5 m

C. 12.9 m

D. 13.2 m

49 what is the magnitude of the force in the member BD in the figure given below?

A.5KN
B. 7 kN (approximately)
c. 4/ kN

O. Zero
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50 lf the quadrantal bearing of a line is N 250 W then the whole cirle bearing of the line is
A. 205"
B. 155"
c. 335"
D.25"

51 She----ill for a month.
A. has been
B. being
C. was being
D- have been

5Z World environment is

A. 28th February
B. 5th August
C. 5th June
D. 28th April

53 We should produce more food grain............we will starve.
A. and
B. otherwise
C. though
D. neither

54 The head quarter of the World Health Organization is located in
A. New York
B. Rome
C. London
D. Geneva

55 Busbar in a hydropower project scheme refers to:
A. an ahernative path for the water to escape

B. an array of switches on the control panel

C. The component of an electric turbine composed of solid bars (of usually copper or aluminum)
arranged in a circle and connected to continuous rings at each end.
D. the starting point of the electric transmission system

56 lf the length of a wire is doubled and its cross section is also doubled, then the electric resistance

of the wire will
A. increase two times
B. decrease two times
C. remain unchanged
D. increase eight times

57 The ore of radium is:

A. Rutile

B. Haematite
C. Limestone
D. Pitchblende

58 .!uice is preferable----cold drink.
A. with
B. than
c. bv
D. to
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59 Every year the Human RiShts Day is celebrated on

A. October 2
B. November 19

C. December 10

D. October 24

60

How many squares are there

A.8
8.9
c. 10

D. 11

in the above figure:

61 The wire having a green plastic covering is a

A. live wire
B. neutral wire
C. earth wire
D. none of these

62 The headquarter of lnternational court is situated in ....-....

A. New York
B. Hague

C. Geneva
D. Paris

63 The main active constituent of
A. Nicotine
B. Chlorophyll
C. Caffeine
O. Tannin

coffee is

64 Which of the following is a member of SMRC?

A. Bhutan
B. Tibet
C. Myanmar
D. Malaysia

65 tf a=(2+v3)/(2-v3)
A. 8V3

B. 14

c. -8v3

D. -14

and b=(2-V3)/(2+V3) then the value of a + b is:

66 The Mac Mohan Llne is the line that demarcates the boundary between
A. lndia and Pakistan
B. lndia and Bangladesh
C. lndia, Myamar and China

D. lndia and Nepal
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67 An iron ball and a wooden ball of the same radius are released from a height H in vacuum. lf the
time taken to reach the ground for wooden ball is Tw and for iron ball is Ti then which of the
following statements is correct?
A.Tw=Ti
B.Tw>Ti
C.Tw<Ti
D. None of the above is correct

68 Cetane Number of a fuel refers to:
A. A measure of a fuel's (liquid) ease of self-ignition.
B. The applicability index of fuel for industrial use

C. The relative combustability as compared to unadulterated methane at 40 degrees celcius

D. None of the above

69 Which of the following oceans are connected by Panama Canal

A. Pacific and Atlantic
B. Atlantic and lndian Ocean
c. lndian Ocean and Pacific
D. Atlantic and North Ocean

70 Which of the following acids is used

A. Nitric acid
B. Hydrochloric acid
C. Sulphuric acid
D. Carbonic acid

in car batteries?

77 The planet with the shortest year is

A. Earth
B. Mercury
C. Mars
D. Pluto

72 Unburnt carbon particles are present in the
A. blue zone
B. dark inner zone
C. luminous zone
D. non-luminous zone

73 The amount of light entering in the eyes is controlled by the
A. pupil
B. iris
C. cornea
D. eye lens

74 Sir C.V. Raman was awarded Nobel Prize for his work connected with which of the followin8
phenomenon of radiation?
A. lnterference
B. Scattering
C. Diffraction
D. Pola rization

75 Which among the following is considered the hiShest motorable pass in the world
A. Chang La

B. Khadung La

C. Taglang La

D. Lachulung La
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76 Acid rain is caused due to increase in concentration of
A. SO2 and NO2

B. CO and CO2

C. SO2 and CO

D. ozone & dust

Two circular iron bars have the same length but diameters 6 mm and 8 mm respectively- The

weights of these two bars will be in the ratio of
A. 9: 16

8.6:8
C.V6:V8
D. data are insufficient to determine

Noise pollution is measured in

A. hertz
B. fathoms
C. nanometers
D. decibels

79 Bihu is a famous dance of
A. Assam
B. Andhrapradesh
C. Karnataka
D. Sikkim

80 Light from the
in
A. 4.2 hours
8.4.2 years

C. 42 years
D. 420 years

star, Alpha Centauri, which is nearest to the earth after the sun, reaches the earth

81 When steam is passed over hot coke, it produces

A. Producer gas

B. Water gas

C. laughing gas

D. coal gas

82 Joule is related to Energy in the same way Pascal

A. Entropy
B. Pressure

C. Density
D. Reluctance

is related to:

83 The component of hydropower project responsible for converting the rotational energy to
electrical energy is:

A. water conducting system
B. waterwheel
C. turbine pump
D- alternator

84 One watt-hour is equivalent to
A. 6.3 x 103 J

B. 6-3 x 1o-7 .l

C. 3.6 x 103 J

D. 3.6 x 1o-3 J
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85 The element with the highest ionization energy is
A. lithium
B. hydrogen
C. helium
D. Neon

86 which of the following is very reactive and
A. sodium
B. iodine
C. bromine
D. potassium

kept in kerosene

87 Which of the following diseases is'caused by a virus?

A. Typhoid
B. Diptheria
C. lnfluenza

D. Cholera

88 ln which of the following media will sound travel the fastest?

A. Solid

B. Liquid
C. Gas

D. Vacuum

89 One of the most important liquid propellants used

A. liquid hydrogen
B. liquid ammonia
C. liquid fluorine
D. liquid nitrogen

in rocket is

90 Consider the following treatment process units in a water treatment plant:

1. Coagulation 2. Disinfection 3. Sedimentation 4. Filtration

Which is the correct sequence of the process units in the water treatment plant?

A. 2-4-3-t
B. t-4-3-2
c.2-34-1
D. r-3-4-2

91 When using solar energy, what is the element which absorbs sunlight ?

A. A sundial
B. A solar collection bucket
C. A solar panel

D. A solar cooker

92 A square is inscribed

A- \12

8.2\!2
C. 4\f2
D. 2V3

in a circle of radius 2 cm. Side of the square in cm is:

93 A block of wood floats in water with 2/3 of its volume submerged.

A.213
B. r/3
c.3/2
D'qll

Its relative density is
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94 --------of the students was punished.

A. Each

B. Every
C. Either
D. Neither

95 The first artificial satellite was

A. Sputnik-l
B. Explorer-l
C. Aryabhatta
D. Voyager-l

96 The atomic number of an element is determined by

A. the number of electrons in one atom
B. the number of neutrons in one atom
C. the number of protons in one atom
D. the valency of the element

97 South is related to North-West in the same way as West is related to ...-.....
A. South - West
B. North - East

C. North -West
D. North - South

98 The pressurized pipeline delivering water to the turbine used in run-of-the-river hydropower

schemes is called:
A. water regulator
B. intake canal

C. penstock
D. forbay

99 Which of the following can't be used to make solar cell

A. silicon
B. platinum
C. gallium
D. germanium

100 She isn't rich and he isn't rich.............

A. neither
B. nor
C. either
D. Or

:*:r * * *,r * ,ts,r * * + * + + +:* * * * :r * * END oF pApER **:**,****:i**++*+++******
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